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Abstract—Today’s embedded systems integrate multiple IP cores for processing, communication and sensing on a single die as Systems on a Chip (SoCs). Aggressive transistor scaling, decreased voltage margins and increased processor power and temperature have made reliability assessment a much more significant issue. Although reliability of devices and interconnect has been broadly studied, in this work we study a tradeoff between reliability and power consumption for component-based SoC designs. We specifically focus on hard error rates as they cause a device to permanently stop operating. We also present a joint reliability and power management optimization problem whose solution is an optimal management policy. When careful joint policy optimization is performed, we obtain a significant improvement in energy consumption (40%) in tandem with meeting a reliability constraint for all SoC operating temperatures.

Index Terms—Optimal control, Power consumption, Reliability management

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s embedded systems consist of a number of heterogeneous processing, communication and sensing components. Embedded components are increasingly being integrated into Systems-on-a-Chip (SoCs). For example, TI’s OMAP2420 SoC contains a general-purpose ARM processor, a DSP, graphics accelerators, video processor, four different communications processors (WLAN, WAN, WPAN, IrDA), audio and touch screen controllers, various memory interfaces and a number of other I/O controllers [1]. A large number of cores integrated on a single chip invariably leads to issues related to management of power consumption and temperature, both of which directly affect the SoC reliability.

DVS reduces the power consumption by scaling down voltage and frequency of operation at run time. As power is scaled down, so is device temperature, and thus the chance of hard errors is reduced and reliability is improved. Note that overly aggressive DVS can increase the soft error rate as discussed, for example, in [34]. DVS is used during active operation of the SoC cores, and thus it does not address the issue of saving power during longer idle times. DPM, on the other hand, is defined as a set of policies whose aim is to save power by placing system components into low-power states when idle. Curbing power dissipation helps by lowering the device temperatures and reducing the effect of temperature-driven failure mechanisms, thus making components more reliable. On the other hand, aggressive power management policies can decrease the overall component reliability because of the degradation effect that temperature cycles have on modern IC materials [7][20][23]. To illustrate this effect, in Figure 1 we show a tradeoff between Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) and power savings due to three most commonly modeled failure mechanisms, electromigration (EM), time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) and thermal cycling (TC). These values are obtained from our partner silicon manufacturer for 95nm technology as a result of their standard testing cycle. This particular test core had one sleep state, but no ability for DVS. Although more aggressive power management policies help improve MTTF due to EM and TDDB, they also have a significant cost due to thermal cycles failure mechanism, because frequent shutdowns negatively affect the TC failure rate. As a result, the overall MTTF decreases as the power savings increase. DVS can help improve reliability, but is limited to saving power and energy only when cores are active. Since a number of researchers have already studied the effect of DVS on reliability [3][4][5], in this work we focus on the tradeoff between power management (DPM) and reliability in Systems on Chip (SoCs).

Figure 1. Single core failures (95nm feature size)

There are several interesting problems that can be addressed. The first problem is to determine whether or not, for a given system topology, DPM affects reliability and to find if such effect is beneficial or not. The second problem is to include reliability as an objective or a constraint in the policy optimization. The third problem is the combined search for system topologies and joint DPM policies to achieve reliable low-energy design. All problems involve both run-time strategies as well as design issues.
In this paper we focus on the first two problems. The first one enables us to understand the relationship between run-time power management and reliability analysis. We evaluate reliability, performance and power consumption of computational elements (cores) in SoCs by modeling system-level reliability as a function of failure rates, system configuration and management policies. We compare and contrast savings in terms of MTTF and power due to various management policies. Our overall objective is to introduce design constraints, such as MTTF, in the design space spanned by performance and energy consumption. Another major novelty and contribution of this paper is the definition of a joint dynamic power management (DPM) and reliability (DRM) optimization method that yields optimal system-level run-time policies. We evaluate policies on single and multi-core systems. Experimental results show that with careful joint optimization we can save energy by 40% while meeting both reliability and performance constraints.

The rest of the paper begins with an overview of related work. Reliability models are introduced in Section III. The explanation of simulator functionality can be found in Section V, while the description of the optimizer is in Section IV. The results of our methodology follow in Section VI and Section VII summarizes our contributions.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of issues related to SoC design have been discussed to date, ranging from managing power consumption, to addressing problems with interconnect design [20][21][12][13]. Previous work for energy management of networked SoCs mainly focused on controlling the power consumption of interconnects, while neglecting managing power of the cores. A stochastic optimization methodology for core-level dynamic voltage and power management of large SoCs with both node- and network-centric views using a closed-loop control model has been presented in [16].

Reliability of SoCs is another area of increasing concern. A good summary of research contributions that combine performance and reliability measures is given in [14]. Improving system reliability and increasing processor lifetime by implementing redundancy at the architecture level is discussed in [6][15]. A number of fault-tolerant micro-architectures have been proposed that can handle hard failures at performance cost [19]. The RAMP simulator models microarchitecture MTTF as a function of the failure rates of individual structures on chip due to different failure mechanisms [20]. RAMP gets activity estimates from performance simulation with an instruction level simulator and then uses them to obtain power consumption of microarchitecture components with Wattch in order to feed that information into HotSpot [3] for temperature evaluation. Once temperature is available, it can then evaluate failure rates due to each effect.

HotSpot, along with ThermalHerd [4] are used for thermal modeling and characterization. Recent approaches for dynamic thermal management (DTM) target architecture level with the goal of reducing power density in thermal hot spots by employing a number of different techniques such as global clock gating [2], migrating computation to spare units [3], traffic rerouting [4], predictive techniques for multimedia applications [5] and DVS specifically for thermal management [3][4][5]. DTM focuses on reduction of microarchitectural thermal hot spots at run time, but does not directly consider long-term reliability nor power consumption. As a result, the simulations are limited to relatively short workloads due to prohibitively long running times. In our work we study the long term system reliability as a function of power management policies. Our optimizer gives a management policy capable of minimizing system power consumption under Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) constraint (typically units measure in years) and performance constraint. The simulation we developed is targeted at evaluating behavior of large, multi-processor SoCs, with workloads normally experienced during their useful life.

In our reliability analysis we focus on hard failure mechanisms which cause irrecoverable component failures. Open interconnect line due to electromigration is an example of a hard failure. Notice that this is in contrast to soft (or transient) failure mechanisms and their effect on power consumption which have been studied by a number of researchers (e.g. [32], [33], [34],[35]). An overview of most commonly observed hard failure mechanisms that affect the current semiconductor technologies is given in [22]. The effect of a temperature gradient on the electromigration failure mechanism has been investigated by many researchers, for example in [23]. Similarly, Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown has been studied extensively, an example of a model for TDBB is in [25]. Although package thermal cycles are well-known phenomena and as such have been subject to a number of publications (see for example [20]), fast thermal cycles present on chips have been studied only recently. A description of the connection between fast thermal cycling and thin film cracking (interlayer dielectric, interconnections) is presented in [24] and a model is given in [32]. In contrast to previous contributions, our work presents for the first time a unified methodology for the joint optimization of reliability, power consumption and performance in SoCs. In the next section we give an overview of reliability models used in this work.

III. RELIABILITY MODELING

Integrated systems can be abstracted by a reliability network, i.e., a connection of components labeled by their failure rates [20]. The network shows, by means of series/parallel connection of components, the conjunctive/disjunctive relations among component operating state to insure system correct operation. Failure rates, defined as the speed at which components are likely to fail, depend on the operation state of a component. Although for small designs it is possible to analytically calculate system reliability, for larger systems, such SoCs with many integrated cores, it becomes intractable and thus simulation is needed. Additionally, there is a need to develop policies for run-time power and reliability management of SoCs. An important contribution of this work is optimization of system-level power consumption under reliability and performance constraints...
constraints. Secondly, we present a system-level simulator capable of evaluating power, reliability and performance of large multi-processor SoCs. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that reliability measures have been modeled, optimized and simulated jointly with DPM. In this section we present a reliability model and then outline the DPM model.
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**Figure 2. Sample design**

### A. System reliability

Systems are interconnections of components. We use the term core to refer to one of the SoC components that perform computing, storage or communication function. From a reliability analysis standpoint, components are in series (parallel) if the overall correct operation hinges upon the conjunction (disjunction) of the correct operation of components. Figure 2 illustrates the two configurations. The memory and interconnect form a series combination. In order to have correct system operation, both components have to be working properly. On the other hand, four ARM cores on a single die would form a parallel combination. It is enough to have one of the cores operating correctly in order for the whole system to be operational. A system is therefore characterized by its topology, i.e., by a reliability graph [26]. In this work we use reducible graphs so the system reliability can be computed bottom-up, by considering series/parallel compositions of sub-systems.
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**Figure 3. Bathtub curve**

In general, failure rates are dependent on aging (time) and on temperature. Figure 3, the bathtub curve, is a common way to show failure rates as a function of time. The curve has three distinctly different regions. Initial burn-in period and final wear-out period are typically modeled with Weibull distribution, while the failures during useful life are best described using an exponential distribution with a constant failure rate. Since we are interested in assessing the reliability over the typical operation time, we assume that the failure rates are constant in time, as shown by the middle range of the curve. Clearly, the actual value of the failure rate is a function of many parameters, some of which are temperature, power state of the component and the frequency of switching between power states.

The reliability of a system is the probability function $R(t)$, defined on the interval $[0, \infty]$, that a system will operate correctly with no repair up to time $t$. The reliability is defined as a function of failure rate, $\lambda(t)$, in Equation (1). Another variable commonly used to describe the system reliability characteristic is **Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)** as shown in Equation (2). When we use a constant failure-rate model we can represent the component reliability using exponential distribution with a failure rate, $\lambda_f$ as follows: $R(t) = e^{-\lambda_f t}$, with $MTTF = 1/\lambda_f$.

$$R(t) = e^{-\int_0^t \lambda_f(t) dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$MTTF = \int_0^\infty R(t) dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Integrated systems, such as SoCs, consist of many cores connected with a complex interconnect structure. Often when a core or interconnect fails, another core or interconnect can take over its functionality. Thus, such a system has built-in redundancy. In order to model the overall system reliability, we need to define the relationship between topology, redundancy and component power state. The system components can be organized in series and/or in parallel as shown in Figure 2. The overall system reliability can be calculated by applying the rules for series and parallel composition, under the assumption that failure rates are statistically independent from each other. This assumption is widely used in industry [22].

$$R_{system}(t) = \prod_{i=0}^n R_i(t) \Rightarrow R_{system}(t) = e^{-\sum_{i=0}^n \lambda_f t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The system built with $n$ series components fails only if any of its components fails as shown in Equation (3). When failure rates are constant, the failure rate of a series composition is the sum of the failure rates of each component as shown in Equation (3). Alternatively, the parallel combination fails only if all $n$ components that are in parallel fail:

$$R_{system}(t) = 1 - \prod_{i=0}^n (1 - R_i(t))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Systems with parallel structures have built-in redundancy. Such systems can either have all components concurrently operating (active parallel) or only one component active while the rest are in low power mode (standby parallel). Active parallel combination has higher power consumption and lower reliability than standby parallel, but also faster response time to failure of any one component. The combined failure rate of $M$ active components, $\lambda_{disp}$ is defined using binomial coefficient, $C_i^M$, and active reliability rate, $\lambda_f$ as shown in equation below. A good example of active parallel combination is when the ARM cores shown in Figure 2 run the same safety-critical code. The fact that all four are active reduces the overall system reliability (and also significantly increases the system power consumption). Both power consumption and reliability can be improved if only one communication core is used at a time, with others saving power in standby parallel combination.
The failure rate of $M$ parallel components that are all in standby is $\lambda_{sp} = \lambda_{sd}/M$ [26]. To get the overall failure rate we need to combine $M$ standby components with one active parallel component. For example, a system that has four ARM cores, where one core is active and the others are in sleep state, the overall system failure rate would be a parallel combination of one active and three standby components. The next step is to formulate device failure rates as a function of different failure mechanisms and power states.

**B. Failure mechanisms**

In this work we focus on the reliability of components during their useful life and thus we neglect aging but we do consider temperature dependence as a function of power state and time. We assume that components can be in different operational states (e.g., active, idle, sleep) characterized by parameters such as voltage and frequency, which determine the component temperature. Thus failure rates can be considered constant within any given operational state. We consider three failure mechanisms most commonly used by semiconductor industry; Electromigration (EM), Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDBB) and Thermal Cycles (TC). Although for our work we obtain core failure rates for each of the three failure mechanisms from our industry partner’s measurements, here we present a set of models that can be used when measurements are not available to calculate the rates.

**Electromigration** is a result of momentum transfer from electrons to the ions which make interconnect lattice. It leads to opening of metal lines/contacts, shortening between adjacent metal lines, shortening between metal levels, increased resistance of metal lines/contacts or junction shortening. The MTTF due EM process is commonly described by Black’s model:

$$MTTF_{EM} = A_e (J - J_{crit})^{-\alpha} e^{\frac{E_a}{kT}}$$

(6)

where $A_e$ is an empirically determined constant, $J$ is the current density in the interconnect, $J_{crit}$ is the threshold current density and $k$ is the Boltzmann’s constant, $8.62 \times 10^{-5}$. For aluminum alloys $E_a$ and $n$ are 0.7 and 2 respectively. EM failure rate needs to be modeled for idle and active states only, because leakage current present in the sleep state is not large enough to cause the migration. In this work we formulate the EM failure rate as a product between an average measured value in a given power state $s$, $\lambda_{EM}^{s}$, and a factor that is a function of temperature in that state, $T_s$. Temperature is calculated during simulation according to equations shown in Section V.

$$\lambda_{EM}^{s} = A_e (J - J_{crit})^{-\alpha} e^{\frac{E_a}{kT_s}}$$

(7)

**Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown** is a wear out mechanism of dielectric due electric field and temperature. The mechanism causes the formation of conductive paths through dielectrics shortening the anode and cathode. MTTF due to TDBB can be defined with the field-driven model:

$$MTTF_{TDBB} = A_e e^{\frac{E_a}{kT}}$$

(8)

where $A_e$ is an empirically determined constant, $\gamma$ is the field acceleration parameter and $E_{crit}$ is the electric field across the dielectric. The activation energy, $E_a$, for intrinsic failures in SiO$_2$ is found to be 0.6-0.9 and for extrinsic failures about 0.3 [22]. The failure rate due to TDBB mechanism for active, idle and sleep state can be defined much in the same way as for the EM mechanism as a product between an average measured value in a given power state $s$, $\lambda_{s}^{TDBB}$, and a factor that is a function of temperature in that state, $T_s$. Again, the temperature is calculated dynamically during simulation as described in Section V.

$$\lambda_{s}^{TDBB} = A_e e^{\frac{E_a}{kT_s}} e^{\frac{-E_a}{kT_T}} = \lambda_{s}^{TDBB} e^{\frac{-E_a}{kT_T}} ; \forall s = \text{active, idle, sleep}$$

(9)

**Temperature cycling** can induce plastic deformations of materials that accumulate every time the cycle is experienced. This eventually leads to creation of cracks, fractures, short circuits and other failures of metal films and interlayer dielectrics as well as fatigue at the package and die interface. The effect is caused by the large difference in thermal expansion coefficients between metallic and dielectric materials, the silicon substrate and the package.

Thermal cycles are the part of normal operating conditions such as power up and down, or going into low power or standby mode. The effect of low frequency thermal cycles (like on/off) has been well studied by packaging community and used extensively in the qualification process. Such cycles affect the package and die interface mostly and are well modeled by Coffin-Manson model:

$$N_f = C_n |\Delta T - \Delta T_o|^q$$

(10)

where $N_f$ is the number of thermal cycles to failure, $C_n$ is a material dependent constant, $\Delta T$ is the temperature cycle range, $\Delta T_o$ is the portion of the temperature cycle range in the elastic region and $q$ is an empirically determined Coffin-Manson exponent. Commonly used values for $q$ are 1-3 for ductile metal, 3-5 for hard metal alloys and intermetallics and 6-9 for brittle fracture [31].

Thermal cycles that occur with higher frequencies, for example due to power management, are gaining in importance as features sizes get smaller and low-k dielectric is introduced to the fabrication process [29]. Recent work [32] shows that such cycles play a major role in cracking of thin film metallic interconnects and dielectrics (brittle materials). Expected number of thermal cycles before core failure is given in Equation (11). It does not only depend on the temperature range between power states ($T_{max}$-$T_{min}$) but is also strongly influenced by the average temperature in the sleep state, $T_{avg,s}$ and the molding temperature of the package process, $T_{mold}$. The exponent $q$ ranges from 6-9, and $C_{1,2}$ are fitting constants defined in [32] for on chip structures. Mechanical properties of the interlayer dielectric layers are very dependent on the nature of the processing steps. As a result, when $T_{avg,s}$ increases, the stress buildup on the silicon due to the package decreases resulting in a longer lifetime.

$$N_f = C_1 (T_{max} - T_{min}) - C_2 [T_{avg,s} - T_{mold}]^q$$

(11)
Equation (12).

For a power managed core, two distinct thermal cycle loops exist. The first one is between active and idle states during normal operation. As it occurs very between states which only have a small difference in power consumption, the temperature differences are relatively small and thus unlikely to cause long-term reliability problems. As a result, we do not model these cycles. On the other hand, we do include cycles which happen when a core transitions between active and sleep states. These cycles occur between states that have a large difference in power consumption, and thus are likely to have a significant temperature difference that in turn causes reliability problems. Therefore, we can calculate the total failure rate due to the thermal cycling effect as shown in Equation (12). $T_{active}$ and $T_{mold}$ are the average temperature in sleep state and the temperature of package molding process, while $C$s are fitting constants. $T_{active}$ and $T_{sleep}$ are current temperatures in the active and sleep states and $f_i$ is the frequency of transitioning into the sleep state. Current temperature values are obtained during simulation as described in Section V.

C. Core failure rate

The standard model used by the industry for system level reliability is the sum-of-failure-rates (SOFR) model. The model implies that the core is a series failure system, and as such can be represented as the sum of the failure rates of individual failure mechanisms, which are commonly assumed to be statistically independent from each other [22]. Thus, failure rate of a power managed core $\lambda_{core\_pm}$ can be found by summing up failure rates of individual failure mechanisms

$$\lambda_{core\_pm} = \lambda_{core\_pm}^{EM} + \lambda_{core\_pm}^{TDDB} + \lambda_{core\_pm}^{TC}.$$  

While EM and TDDB failure mechanisms improve when power management is used since the overall system temperature is lower, fast thermal cycles can cause the overall failure rate to grow due to too frequent switching between the power states. In fact, as each core’s temperature changes due to changes in the workload or during power state transitions, the failure rates due to EM, TDDB and TC also change. In general, analytical formulae can be used to calculate the overall system MTTF only for relatively simple configurations. Simulation is needed in order to accurately model reliability changes of more complex power managed SoC configurations. Furthermore, neither analytical formulae nor simulation can answer how to design a management policy that minimizes power consumption while meeting MTTF constraints. Thus, in the following sections we first describe our optimization methodology, followed by the simulation platform we developed to evaluate the tradeoffs between power management and reliability.

IV. POWER AND RELIABILITY OPTIMIZATION

In this section we describe a method for finding the optimum power management policy with reliability and performance constraints. We define the optimization problem given a system topology (e.g. cores shown in Figure 4) and a set of component operational states characterized by failure rate, power consumption and performance. The result of optimization is a power and reliability management policy.

Policy manager makes decisions at each event occurrence (e.g. arrival or departure of a request). The interevent time set is defined as $T=\{t_i:s.t.i=0,1,\ldots,i_{max}\}$ where each $t_i$ is the time between two successive event arrivals and $i_{max}$ is the index of the maximum time horizon. We denote by $s_i\in S_i$ the system state at decision epoch $i$. Commands are issued whenever the system state changes. We denote by $a_i\in A_i$ an action (or command) that is issued at decision epoch $i$. An example of a command would be to transition to sleep state from idle state. In general, commands given are functions of the state history and the policy. In the specific case where all transitions between states can be modeled using exponential distribution, the policy optimization problem can be formulated using simple Markov Decision Processes (e.g. see [17]) and the decisions, and states associated with them are not a function of state history (and time). Examples of such states are active and sleep state with pending requests. On the other hand, when more than one state transition is not exponentially distributed, then time indexing is needed, as shown for idle and sleep with empty queue states. In that case Time-Indexed Semi-Markov Decision Processes (TISMDP) model is used, as described in more detail in [18]. Each core in the reliability network is modeled with a power and reliability state machine (PRSM) as shown for the ARM core in Figure 4. PSRM is a state diagram relating service levels to the allowable transitions among them. Multiple cores form a reliability network of series and parallel combinations of single core PRSM models. Single core PRSM characterizes each state by its failure rate, $\lambda_{state\_fail}$, and power consumption, $P_{state}$. Thus, the active state $i$ is characterized by the failure rate $\lambda_{state\_fail}$ frequency and of operation, $f_iV_i$ which is equivalent to the core processing rate $P_{core}$, and power consumption $P_{dr}$. In the active state the workload and core’s data processing times follow the exponential distribution with rates $\varphi_{workload}$ and $\varphi_{core,dr}$. In the idle state a core is active but not currently processing data. Sleep state represents one or more low power states a core can enter. TransitionToSleep and TransitionToActive states model the time and power consumption required to enter and exit each sleep state. Transition times to/from low-power states follow uniform distribution with average transition times $T_{to}$, $T_{from}$ [12]. In the active state, the power manager decides the appropriate frequency and voltage setting, where as in the idle state the primary decision is which low-power state core should transition to and when the transition should occur. The arcs represent transitions between the states with the associated transition times and rates. Table 1 summarizes all distributions used in modeling performance, power consumption and failure rates. Please note that these choices of distributions have been validated by experimental measurements [18].

$$E[T_{state}]= (T_{active} - T_{state,dr}) \frac{y(s,a)}{r} + T_{state,dr}$$

(13)
Failure rates change with each power state since different level of power consumption causes a different temperature. We calculate the expected temperature for each state \( E[T_{state}] \) in Equation (13) as a function of the expected time spent in that state, \( y(s,a) \), the steady state temperature for the state (which is directly determined by state’s power consumption) and the technology parameter \( \tau = c_p A^2 \), defined in more detail in the next section. Using the expected temperature we can calculate a stationary value for failure rates due to each mechanism and per each power state. Thus the assumption that all processes used to formulate the optimization problem are stationary continues to hold. Note that as any of the parameters change, for example the expected workload arrival rate, the optimal policy just needs to be recalculated using the new values.
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**Table 1. System model characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Failure Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>( \Phi_{core,active} )</td>
<td>( \lambda_s = \lambda_{EM}^{s} + \lambda_{TDBB}^{s} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Collected Data</td>
<td>( \lambda_i = \lambda_{EM}^{i} + \lambda_{TDBB}^{i} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>( t_{min}, t_{max} )</td>
<td>( \lambda_s = \lambda_{TDBB}^{s} + \lambda_{TC}^{s} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Collected Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue = 0</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>( \Phi_{workload} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue &gt; 0</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>( \Phi_{workload} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the power management optimization model from Figure 4, the state transition distributions and reliability rates outlined in Table 1, we can formulate a linear program (LP) for the minimization of energy consumption under reliability constraint as shown in Equation (14). The first constraint is known as a balance equation since it requires that a number of entries into a given state equal the number of exists out of that state. The second constraint limits the sum of all probabilities to equal one. Each probability is represented by a product between the expected time spent in a state \( s \) under a command \( a \), \( y(s,a) \), the unknowns of the LP, \( f(s,a) \). The \( A \times S \) unknowns in the LP, \( f(s,a) \), called state-action frequencies, are the expected number of times that the system is in state \( s \) and command \( a \) is issued. The last three equations specify constraints on performance and reliability. The result of optimization is a globally optimal power management policy that is both stationary and randomized. The policy can be compactly represented by associating a probability of issuing command \( a \) when the system is in state \( s \), \( x(s,a) = f(s,a) / \sum f(s,a') \) with each state and action pair. We explain now in more detail all variables used in LP formulation starting with the reliability constraint. Both continuous and time indexed versions are presented, labeled with \( dt \) and \( \Delta t \) respectively.

The reliability constraint, \( T_{pl} \) is a function of the system topology, i.e. \( T_{pl} = f(\text{series, parallel combinations}) \). For example, with series combinations \( T_{pl} = \sum \lambda_{core,s} \), and with parallel standby \( T_{pl} = \lambda_{core,standby}/N_{standby} \).

\[
\min \sum_{c} \text{cost}_{energy,c} > 0 \quad s.t. \quad \sum_{c} \sum_{s,a} m(s',a)f(s,a) = 0; \quad \forall s, \forall c
\]

\[
\sum_{s,a} y(s,a)f(s,a) = 1; \quad \forall c
\]

\[
\sum_{c} \text{cost}_{perf,c} < \text{Perf}_{\text{constraint}}; \quad \forall c
\]

\[
T_{pl} (\lambda_s) \leq \text{Rel}_{\text{constraint}} ; \quad \forall c
\]

\[
\lambda_s = \sum_{i \in EM} \sum_{a \in A} \lambda_{core} (s,a)y(s,a)f(s,a)
\]

A reliability network may have a number of series and parallel combinations of cores. Each core’s failure rate, \( \lambda_c \), is a sum of failure mechanisms, \( i \in \{ EM, TDBB, TC \} \), when the core is in the state \( s \) and the action \( a \) is given. For example, the reliability constraint is given in Equation (15) for a core that has one active (A), idle (I) and sleep (S) state and two actions: go to sleep (S) and continue (C). Failure rate in each state, \( \lambda_{core,s} \), is a sum of failure rates due to failure mechanisms active for that state as described in Section III.
\[ \lambda_{yi}(A, C)f(A, C) + \lambda_{yi}(I, C)f(I, C) + \lambda_{yi}(I, S)f(I, S) + \lambda_{yi}(S, C)f(S, C) \leq \text{Rel}_{const} \]

Our model also defines two cost metrics, energy and performance. The average cost incurred between two successive events as defined in Equation (16) is a sum of the performance and energy cost, and performance penalty for the performance constraint.

\[ \text{Cost}(s_i, a) = \begin{cases} \lambda(s_i, a) + \int_0^\infty F(du | s_i, a) \sum_{s_k} \int_0^\infty c(s_k, s_i, a) p(s_k | t_i, s_i, a) dt \forall dt \\ \lambda(s_i, a) + \sum_{s_k} c(s_k, s_i, a) y(s_i, a) \forall \Delta t \end{cases} \]

When action \( a \) is chosen in system state \( s_i \), the probability that the next event will occur by time \( t \) is defined by the cumulative probability distribution \( F(t_i | s_i, a) \). For example, in the active state the cumulative distribution of request departures is given by \( F(\text{active,departs}) = 1 - e^{-\lambda_{\text{active}}}t \). The probability that the system transitions to state \( s_i+1 \), at or before the next event \( t \) is given by \( p(s_i+1 | t, s_i, a) \).

\[ p(\text{active}, \text{departs}) = \frac{F(t_i + \Delta t) - F(t_i)}{1 - F(t_i)} \]

The expected time spent in state \( s_i \) when a command \( a \) is given, \( y(s_i, a) \), is defined in Equation (18). For example, in the active state the expected time spent in the active state is equal to \( 1 / (\lambda_{\text{active}} + \lambda_{\text{workload}}) \).

\[ y(s_i, a) = \begin{cases} \int_0^\infty \sum_{t_i} p(s_i | t_i, s_i, a) F(dt | s_i, a) \forall dt \\ \int_0^\infty (1 - F(t_i)) dt \frac{1 - F(t_i)}{1 - F(t_i)} \forall \Delta t \end{cases} \]

Finally, the probability of arriving into state \( s_i+1 \), given that the action \( a \) was taken in state \( s_i \), is defined by:

\[ m(s_i+1 | s_i, a) = \int_0^\infty p(s_i | t_i, s_i, a) F(dt | s_i, a) \]

For the time indexed states the probability of arriving to the next event is defined to be \( m(s_i+1 | s_i, a) = 1 - p(s_i+1 | t_i, s_i, a) \) and of transition back into the active state is \( m(s_i+1 | s_i, a) = p(s_i+1 | t_i, s_i, a) \).

Equations (16)-(19) are sufficient to calculate all variables needed for the LP shown in Equation (14). The LP can then be solved using any linear program solver in a matter of less than a second. The final output of optimization is a table that specifies probabilities of transitioning cores into each of their low-power states. For example, for a StrongARM core the table might specify that the probability of going to sleep when idle for 50ms is 30%, at 100ms is 65% while at 300ms it is 100%. Such policy is implemented as follows. Upon entry to each decision state, a pseudo-random number 

V. SIMULATION PLATFORM

The simulator we built, as far as we know, is the first one to unify voltage scaling, power management and reliability at the system level instead of at microarchitecture [4][20] or lower levels. As a result, it does not require detailed models of core microarchitecture, which often is not available due to IP protection, nor does it need instruction-level simulation information in order to estimate switching activity and power consumption, and thus is significantly faster. As such it is ideal for simulating power-performance-reliability tradeoffs for large multi-core systems with dynamically changing workloads that describe well SoC functionality over system’s useful lifetime (typically in terms of years). In contrast to both optimization and the analytical models, the simulator also supports non-stationary workloads, thus enabling a more accurate study of DVS/DPM/DRM tradeoffs. Statistical simulation has been used extensively in the past for evaluating reliability of larger systems [36]. This is the first time that statistical simulation techniques are used for evaluation of power, performance and reliability of SoCs.

loop
  select the event with the earliest time stamp
  if current time stamp < simulation length
    find the core assigned to the event
    check if core failed:
      calculate the current failure rates
      determine for each core
        if the core failed
          search the redundancy network
          if path found - activate it.
          Remove failed path
          Update redundancy net.
      end check core
  calculate system power, perf., reliability
  apply power management policy
  set all core’s power/performance states
  find the next event type and duration
else
  finish the simulation and print out data
end loop

Figure 5  Simulator pseudocode

The simulator consists of two tightly integrated components: a power management part that estimates and implements DVS and DPM policies, and a reliability part that monitors and updates the reliability network and returns the current reliability of the simulated system. Each core is modeled as a power and reliability state machine (PRSM) as shown in Figure 4. Transitions between states occur due to a DVS policy (between different active states), or due to DPM
policy (between idle and sleep states) or because of natural core operation, such as arrival of a workload request (arrival arcs) finishing processing on data (departure arcs) or a failure of the core.

The simulator pseudocode is given in Figure 5. First the simulator checks for any core failures due to various failure mechanisms modeled (e.g. EM, TDDB, TC). Each core’s failure rates are calculated from the data collected at runtime (e.g. amount of time spent in a state, frequency of state changes) and core’s specifications (e.g. power, voltage, transition times) using equations given in Section III. The temperature in a state is estimated using the base active state temperature $T_{active}$, the time spent in a state $s$ due to an action (i.e., an instruction to perform a transition) $a$, $t(s,a)$, and state’s steady state temperature $T_{state,ss} = T_{active} P_{state}/P_{active}$:

$$T_{state} = (T_{active} - T_{state,ss})e^{-\frac{\tau}{T_{state,ss}}} + T_{state,ss} \tag{20}$$

The base active state temperature, shown in Equation (21), is defined using the thermal resistances of die and package, $R_{th,die}$ and $R_{th,package}$, for a reference frequency and voltage of operation in the active state, $f_0V_0$. Thermal RC constant, $\tau = \frac{c}{\rho a^2}$ has $c = 10^8J/m^3K$ for silicon thermal capacitance, $\rho = 10^{-5}mK/W$ thermal resistivity [21] and the wafer thickness $a$ of $0.1-0.6mm$. In the future version of our system simulator we plan to extend it with a more sophisticated spatial model of thermal effects, likely by integrating with a simulator such as HotSpot [3].

$$T_{active} = P_{active}(R_{th,die} + R_{th,package}) \tag{21}$$

If one or more cores fail at a particular event occurrence, then spares are identified and activated. At this time the simulator handles both active and standby redundancy models and alters the reliability network to accommodate for failed component(s). Once the reliability network is updated, the values of the overall system power consumption, performance and reliability are calculated for the current time period. The next step is to evaluate the management policy and schedule next sets of events, including events that result from power management commands (e.g. transitioning a core to sleep). Of all the possible next events the simulator selects the event that happens first and continues the simulation loop. Simulating dynamic power management and reliability with one tool enables us to observe correlation and dependency between power management of multi-core systems and the overall system reliability.

VI. RESULTS

In this section we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of simulation versus optimization, in addition to studying in great detail the tradeoffs between DVS, DPM and DRM. We use a multi-processor SoC shown in Figure 6 for most of our experiments. Each core’s power and performance characteristics come from the datasheets [27]-[31] and are summarized in Table 2. The cores support multiple power modes (active, idle, sleep and off). Transition times between active and sleep state are defined by $t_s$ and $t_a$. Reliability rates for each failure mechanism (EM, TDDB, TC) are based on measurements obtained for 95nm technology. The failure rates are scaled depending on the temperature of the core, which is directly affected by the core’s power state and the workload. Details of failure rate calculations have been discussed in Section III.B. Each of the cores in the system is designed to meet MTTF of 10 years. Core’s workload and data consumption rates ($\phi_{workload}$ and $\phi_{core,fi}$) are extracted from a data trace collected during one day (12hrs) of typical usage. The trace consists of standard applications – MPEG4 video, MP3 audio, WWW, email, telnet.

Table 2. SoC Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP block</th>
<th>$P_{active}$ [W]</th>
<th>$P_{idle}$ [W]</th>
<th>$P_{sleep}$ [W]</th>
<th>$t_s$ [s]</th>
<th>$t_a$ [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSP (TMS6211) [27]</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>250u</td>
<td>100n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video (SAF7113H) [28]</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>110m</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio (SST-Melody-DAA) [29]</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>3e-4</td>
<td>6u</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O (MSP43011x2) [30]</td>
<td>1e-3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6e-6</td>
<td>100n</td>
<td>6u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM (Rambus 512M) [31]</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1e-2</td>
<td>16n</td>
<td>16n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 System on a Chip

A. Optimization Results

The optimizer’s objective is to determine a power and reliability management policy that minimizes power consumption under MTTF and performance constraints. Inputs to the optimizer are power, reliability and performance characteristics of each core, along with a reliability network topology. The output is a management policy obtained from state-action frequencies $f(s,a)$ which are the unknowns of Equation (14). The optimization results have been successfully validated against simulation - the difference was less than 1% for each design considered in this paper.

We optimize the power consumption of each core presented in Table 1 while keeping the minimum lifetime requirement at 10 years. The objective is to observe how cores built using the same 95nm technology and with comparable area but different power consumption respond to DPM. Optimization is performed at two internal chip temperatures (50 and 90°C) in order to set the die operating points close to those defined in datasheets [27]-[31]. The optimization results for maximum power savings achievable at a specified temperature given MTTF constraint of 10 years are shown in Figure 8. At 50°C most of the cores react positively to DPM and allow the maximum power savings to be achieved. When active core temperature increases to 90°C, Figure 8 shows that maximum power savings achievable under MTTF constraint decrease. Due to thermal cycles for DSP, Video and Audio cores. One way to try to address this problem is by redesigning cores.
Influencing the lifetime of power managed core by means of changing the design is a matter of finding the equilibrium between related physical parameters. Figure 7 shows results of design updates done to the Video core. EM failure rate is lowered (thus MTTF due to EM grows) by widening critical metal lines. Core area expanded by 5%, current density dropped by 20% and the core temperature dropped by 2%. Although EM failure rate decreases significantly from the design change, the TC failure rate increases sufficiently to actually worsen the net reliability by 10%. Thus, changing a design parameters without carefully studying via simulation and optimization the overall effect the change has on all failure mechanisms might actually result in the overall degradation instead of improvement to the lifetime requirement.

Now we examine the influence of redundant components to the overall system reliability. We use the SoC shown in Figure 6 with the core parameters given in Table 2. Since all cores are essential to the correct SoC operation, the initial reliability network is their series combination. Unfortunately, although each core meets MTTF requirement of 10 years, the overall system does not. To mitigate this problem we use two types of redundancy: standby sleep configuration, where currently unused cores are in a sleep state until needed, and standby off, with unused cores turned off. Since typical embedded systems do not use all of the computational resources available in SoC at all times, it is likely that some resources are at least part of the time in a low power state, and thus might be available when a failure occurs. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the maximum power savings achievable per each core assuming system MTTF of 10 years. Clearly the best power savings are with the standby off model. However, this model also has the largest wakeup delay for the unused components. The standby sleep model shown in Figure 9 gives more moderate power savings but has faster activation time. Results for both models show that not all cores can operate reliably at the highest temperature (e.g. no power savings for AUDIO core at 90°C show that the system reliability constraint of 10 years is not met). When we allow additional spares for DSP, AUDIO and I/O in standby off mode, then the overall system meets MTTF of 10 years while getting power savings of 40%.

B. Simulation Results

The simulator enables us to observe the system reliability complex reliability networks, under variable workloads and power management policies. For example, Figure 11 shows that indeed, the value of system reliability is affected by the variability in the workload as the core’s video stream changes from 15 frames/s for the first 300 h, and to a high definition video signal running at 60 frames/s. Optimization assumes that all distributions are stationary, so for a significant workload rate change such as the one shown in Figure 11, the policy would have to be recalculated as soon as a change in rate is detected.
Although for very simple problems we may be able to evaluate reliability analytically using equations outlined in Section III, for more realistic cases simulation (and optimization) is a must. The simulation results have been checked against the analytical reliability models for a simple single core design. We have also compared the MTTF values we obtained from simulations for a single core over a variety of DPM policies and system conditions with the results of testing done on the test chips designed in 95nm technology and produced by our industry collaborators. The comparison is done by entering the test core characteristics (power states, failure mechanism constants etc) into the simulator, applying a DPM policy and the workload to the core and then obtaining the MTTF over its useful lifetime. Similarly, we implement the same DPM policy and workload to the actual test core and run it through the standardized tests used to obtain the values of failure rates to report to the customers. We found that the difference between simulation and measurement is less then 15%. We next show simulation results for both single and multi core systems. Power and performance characteristics of cores used in our simulations are shown in Table 2.

DVS is frequently suggested as a good way to manage both power and reliability since it reduces thermal hot spots at run time. Although we found that core reliability indeed does improve when DVS is used (note –we use only rated frequencies of operation; soft errors due to very aggressive DVS are not considered here), the possible power savings are less than could be obtained when DVS and DPM are used jointly. A system that implements only DVS stays in the idle state regardless of the length of the idle period, instead of going to sleep. We illustrate the tradeoff between DVS and DPM on an example of the Intel’s XScale processor PXA270 [8]. We use XScale power state characteristics given in Table 3 with the failure rate parameters obtained from the tests done on a set of test cores designed in 95nm technology by our industry partner. The actual failure rates are calculated using equations given in Section III by combining parameters from measurements and temperature values given at each step in the simulation. In our simulations we use one sleep state and four frequency settings for active and idle states, for a total of eight additional states.

The workload is obtained by collecting a data trace during one day (12hrs) of typical usage. The trace consists of standard applications – MPEG4 video, MP3 audio, WWW, WWW,
email, telnet. In the simulator we implemented the “ideal” DVS policy – the policy sets the best voltage/frequency setting for each application as determined by prior analysis. In this way we compare the best possible scenario with DVS relative to a more realistic situation with DPM policies. DPM policy is obtained by minimizing system energy consumption under the performance constraint (we solve the LP shown in Equation (14) with no reliability constraint). Table 4 shows the percent of power savings and the percent increase in mean time to failure (MTTF) for four categories cases: no power management, only DVS, only DPM and both. We also show results for DPM when reliability improvement is maximized (Rmax), power savings are maximized (Pmax) and the average case (ave). DVS gives reasonable power savings, 35%, with 42% improvement in MTTF. DPM has much larger power savings, but also causes an average 12% decline in MTTF due to on chip thermal cycles resulting from DPM.

![Figure 15 Power and MTTF with DVS&DPM on XScale](image)

Figure 15 shows a tradeoff of DVS and DPM for various power management policies, ranging from no DPM to a very aggressive policy (largest power savings). The best power savings and improvement in reliability are when DVS and DPM are combined (DVS,PM). Interestingly, when no DVS is used the difference in improvement in terms of MTTF is almost negligible between the two cases of DPM – the one where active state frequency of operation is set to maximum (P= max) and the one where it is set to average (P= ave). In addition, Figure 15 shows that there is a clear optimal point in terms of MTTF as a function of DPM. Thus there is a need to optimize SoC reliability along with power consumption and performance.

**Multi core system**

We next examine the influence of redundant components to the overall system reliability and power consumption by focusing on audio and video cores (see Figure 6 and Table 2 for specs). If the network has no spare components, then the entire system fails when one of the cores fails. Alternatively, either hardware redundancy can be integrated by including redundant cores (or memory banks in the case of memory), or the computation of a failed core can be mapped onto one of the other available cores but with a significant performance degradation. In our case the video core is processing an NTSC signal while the audio core processes a 44k, 16 bit signal. The left three curves in Figure 14 represent the original system response consisting of one audio and one video core, while the ones on the right are for the system with redundancy. Both systems are plotted as a function of three different base active state temperatures represented with T for non-redundant system, and Tr for redundant system. We use Tactive=80°C, no redundancy and no power management as the reference point in the figure and express all other MTTF results factor relative to the reference point (e.g. 0.5 means that the MTTF has been halved as compared to the reference point) . Clearly, from the reliability standpoint it is advantageous to introduce redundancy. However, the energy consumption of a redundant system is slightly higher than of the non redundant system, in addition to an increase in area. The energy consumption can be lowered by completely turning off the redundant cores, instead of using sleep states. This has to be balanced by the performance cost of activating the redundant part once a failure occurs.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

In this work we show that a fully functional and highly reliable core may fail to meet the lifetime requirement once power management is enabled due to thermal cycle failure mechanism. To overcome such problems we integrated optimization of power management with a reliability constraint and developed a simulator to be used for analysis of
power-reliability tradeoffs in SoCs. We have shown that with our methodology we can obtain large system power savings while meeting both performance and reliability constraints. As technology scales down, limitations set by thermal cycling are going to be an even more important factor in system design for reliability and power. Thus joint optimization of reliability, power consumption and performance is critical.

We plan a number of extensions to this work. First we would like to integrate our system level simulator with a more detailed model of on-chip thermal behavior, such as HotSpot [3] at the core level, to enable fast evaluation of power and reliability of large SoCs. Next, we plan to extend the optimizer to enable more sophisticated management policies that combine DVS, DPM and non-stationary workloads. Additionally, we would like to study the overhead of migrating computation to other available cores since die area is limited and thus often no spare cores can be added.
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